Point defect kinetics are important for understanding and modeling dopant diffusion in silicon. This article describes point defect models and compares them with experimental results for intrinsically doped material. Transient dopant diffusion due to low dose silicon implant damage can be modeled with the same parameters as oxidation enhanced diffusion, and therefore provides an additional technique to probe point defect behavior. Parameters are extracted consistently for both experimental conditions and fit to Arrhenius relationships. The theory of dopant-defect pairing is found to be crucial in modeling the implantation-damage effects, and the effective binding energies for boron-defect and phosphorus-defect pairs are experimentally determined.
INTRODUCTION
Dopant diffusion in silicon occurs through interaction with point defects, both vacancies and interstitials. It is difficult to extract point-defect parameter values from an experiment, since they cannot be measured directly. Only by examining the increase or decrease in dopant diffusion can point defects be investigated. Oxidation-enhanced diffusion (OED) is the most widely measured and understood nonequilibrium diffusion phenomenon, which makes it a suitable starting point for understanding point defect transport and recombination. The modeling of oxidation effects on intrinsically doped layers has been previously described. ' That work described modeling of the effects of oxidation on phosphorus diffusion, and characterized the effects of surface sinks and sources, defect recombination, and defect diffusion. It is possible to fit the OED experimental results with more than one set of data as reported by Law.' Two different sets of parameters were obtained using two different measurements of the interstitial diffusivity under gettering conditions.2,3
Recently, several researchersU have reported that low dose silicon implantation also creates nonequilibrium diffusion conditions. OED and low dose silicon implant damage should be directly comparable, even though there is generally a large difference in defect amount and distribution. It is generally accepted that OED is caused by injection of interstitials from the growing oxide. Low dose silicon implant damage also creates point defects or defect clusters. If the implant dose is below 2X 1014 cm-', no extended defects are formed.7 The effect of both of these conditions creates nonequilibrium diffusion, and a good test of a dopant diffusion model is whether it can be used for both sets of conditions. This modeling work is based on the assumption that the point defect-dopant pairs are at equilibrium, as has been used previously.s-'7 Other researchers '8-20 have developed models that do not depend on this assumption. However, these models involve much more computation time since they have to solve more sets of partial differential equations. They also have to estimate both the pairing and depairing reactions rates. It is therefore useful to investigate whether or not the equilibrium assumption allows modeling of implant damage effects.
The dopant equations used are those proposed by Mathiot and Pfister' and are modified to limit the maximum number of =dopant-defect pairs as described in Law et al. ? c D, 4xX.4x~Gx~ C&-l c xc,+ gp+R+ Q> (1) where JAx is the diffusive flux of donor dopant A paired with defect X which is I(interstitia1) or V(vacancy), Gx= is the charge state term (n/nj) '-', where c denotes charge state of the pair (0 for neutral pairs, -1 for negative pairs, and + 1 for positive pairs), C &I is the concentration of interstitials in a charge state one electron more negative than the pair state c under an inert intrinsic condition, CA' is the concentration of unpaired dopant atoms in the substitutional sites, and D.4xc is the component of dopant diffusivity attributable to the diffusion of the AX pair. The consideration of charge states leads to the expressions for concentration of defect X under a noninert condition in terms of C jyc-1 as follows: "" C,,-I=G&+, g, x where (2) cg= c G-&c-, c and
c,= 2 cxc.
The above equations were derived for a donor dopant of a singly positive state. Similar equations are applied to an acceptor dopant case when charge states of defect and dopant are considered. Assuming that electronic processes are faster than any other and that the dopant atoms and defects are both dilute compared to the silicon lattice sites allows the number of dopant-defect pairs to be expressed by a simple mass action relationship with a pairing coefficient KAXc: + C'4,C = K/f,yc cp 1 c, .
(5) The relationship of the pair concentration to the total concentration of dopant Cs4 can be expressed as21 &=c.;+ ~r;az~Czc-C~~+ cK~vcCye-CI?+ c c
where the summation is over all pair charge states and C.i is used for the unpaired substitutional donor atom concentration. The defect equations used are those given in Law and Pfiesterr7 and include terms for bulk recombination and trap mediated recombination. In this modeling work, it was necessary to include bulk traps23 which are modeled to interact with both interstitials and vacancies. The equation for the interstitial is a(cz+c,z)
where KR is the bulk recombination constant and RTI represents the trap mediated recombination affecting the interstitial amount. A similar equation applies to the vacancres, using a term RTV that corresponds to the reaction of vacancies and filled traps. The empty trap concentration Csr is computed by the following equation that incorporates both interstitial and vacancy trap interaction terms:
The R, and R,, can be derived from equilibrium considerations for the traps and each kind of point defects, e.g.:
where Ktrapz is the rate of forward reaction between interstitials and empty traps, Cr is the total trap concentration, and C& is the equilibrium empty trap concentration. The vacancy interaction, R TV, can be expressed similarly. Equation (9) is similar to that given in Law,' but the trap equation [Pq. (8) ] now includes the vacancy reaction term. The boundary conditions for the interstitials are:24
where Kz is the surface recombination velocity and gr is the injection flux. A similar equation holds for vacancies, but g, is zero for oxidizing conditions. The interstitial injection \"OXJ where t& is the initial oxide growth velocity for a bare silicon wafer, KI,, is the surface recombination velocity maximum at a growing interface, Kz,i, is the velocity found at the inert interface, and ffz is the decay dependence. Table I shows the parameter values extracted from the modeling in this work. Many of the parameters were newly determined by fitting the simulations to the experimental data, which will be described in the following sections.
II. MODELlNG OF THE LOW DOSE SILICON IMPLANTATION DAMAGE EFFECTS
When it is assumed that local equilibrium is attained between the dopant, the defects, and the dopant-defect pairs at each point in the diffusing dopant profile, the equations in the prior section can be applied to modeling of damage-induced transient diffusion. According to statisti-cal thermodynamics based on the dilute concentration approximation, the pairing coefficient KAxc in Eq. (5) is expresseds.14*25 (12) where C, is the concentration of lattice sites, i&C is the binding energy of the AX" pair, and 0,, is the coordination number which represents the number of equivalent ways of forming the Ar state at a particular site, which is assumed to be 4 for both dopant-vacancy and dopantinterstitial pairs in silicon. In fact, Eq. (12) is based on diffusion theory via a vacancy mechanism without considering the charge states of the defects. However, it has been extended self-consistently to an interstitial (cy ) mechanism,14 and it is also reasonable that the binding energy -s",,d d epen s on the charge states of the defects. In intrinsic material, it is impossible to distinguish the charge states, and an effective pairing coefficient Ksdx is used:
CAx= c KAXC c,,-lC-2 c WLFC;~-I = G c& . (13) KzM is determined by temperature and the intrinsic charge state distribution of defects in intrinsic conditions. Therefore, we can define effective binding energy of AX dopantdefect pairs Gx in the same way as Eq. (12).
Since ion implantation creates such a large number of excess defects, it becomes critical to account for the dopant-defect pairs. During the initial short period of transient diffusion, complete pairing of all the dopant atoms may occur, so that C,=Cc,,+C,,
The enhancement of dopant diffusivity under these conditions can be investigated by deriving an expression for DA/ID,* in terms of effective pairing coefficients KAI, KAp and defect concentrations. With the assumptions that defects are dilute compared to lattice sites of silicon and that the defect gradient is negligible, Eqs. ( l), (6)) and ( 13) can be used to derive an equation for the instantaneous diffusivity enhancement of dopant A during intrinsic conditions:
where fAI is the fractional interstitial component of diffusivity in equilibrium. To simplify further, it can be assumed that the dopant diffuses by interacting only with interstitials, i.e., fAIs 1 and KAvsO, and Eq. (14) becomes
This formulation qualitatively explains the damageenhanced diffusion of phosphorus and boron, since they are known to diffuse mainly via an interstitial (cv) mechanism. There are two limiting conditions to be considered: (a) When the supersaturation of interstitials, C/q, is moderate and below a threshold (KAIq)- ', i.e., K.41CI < 1, the diffusivity enhancement DC/D2 is proportional to CI/C$. This is the situation during OED.
(b) When Cl/G exceeds the threshold (KA@)-', i.e., when K,C,)l, Eq. (15) is approximately
This characterizes the damage-enhanced diffusion during the initial transient period. Under intrinsic doping conditions, Eq. ( 16) indicates that the diffusivity enhancement is no longer dependent on the interstitial supersaturation and is determined only by temperature when the supersaturation is higher than the threshold that is also thermally determined. Therefore, this model predicts that the short time diffusion enhancement is determined solely by the K.dIq product, and it is this product which is critical in modeling the ion implantation damage effects. Since the larger enhancements in phosphorus and boron diffusion are found at lower temperature,qa the KAIq product should be smaller at lower temperatures.
The model of dopant-defect pairing was implemented into SUPREM-IV, a two-dimensional integrated circuit process simulator, and extraction of the model parameters was done by finding the optimal estimates of the effective binding energies as well as the best-fit set of point defect parameters that were consistent with OED data. The optimization was performed to obtain the global fit between the simulation and available data under a variety of experimental conditions. All the damage-enhanced diffusion data used in this work are obtained from experiments that satisfy the critical assumptions required for the pairing theory: (i) the silicon damage implant dose is low enough that neither the Si lattice structure is amorphized nor any dislocations are created; the concentration of defects is much less than that of silicon lattice sites C's; (ii) the silicon is intrinsically doped to obtain physically meaningful values for the E6!& and also to avoid high concentration diffusion effects.
Profiles of the point defects created during implantation are necessary as an initial condition for SUPREM-IV, which numerically solves the dopant and defect diffusion equations [Eqs. (l) , (7)] in the subsequent diffusion steps. The program used for the initial defect calculation in this work is a Monte Carlo model26 implemented in SUPREM-III." To smooth the noisy defect profiles produced by the Monte Carlo method, the Pearson IV distribution function was used with parameters determined by an optimizer. same amount as interstitials, with its distribution located nearer to the surface.' The separation between the peak positions of C, and Cv is larger with higher implantation energy, as Packan' described . Since the absolute amount of diffusion enhancement is sensitively determined by the initial defect distributions, the defect parameters extracted in this work have almost the same error range as the initial defect simulation. A. Modeling of the enhanced diffusion of boron Packan and Plummer415 performed experiments which investigate the enhanced diffusion of boron due to the low dose 29Si implants and its dependence on the damage implantation dose, energy, annealing time, and temperature. They observed that the diffusion enhancement is largest at the lowest temperature and that its dependence on implant dose and energy is nonlinear. Four sets of theirrepresentative data are simulated and fitted to verify the pairing theory model in this study. The inert diffusivity of boron D$ and its fraction due to boron-interstitial mechanism f BI used for the simulation are from the surface oxidation experiments of Packan and Plummer4 (see Table I ). Those values were also used for the representation of their damage enhancement data.5 Other important defect parameters in Table I are consistently determined through this modeling work.
of the boron profile is deeper in the substrate than asimplanted defect profiles of 200 keV energy condition in this experiment.s Therefore, it implies that the rapidly diffusing interstitials play a critical role in determining the transient boron diffusion. Also, the equilibrium interstitial concentration CT, which is lower at lower temperature, will affect the duration of the transient diffusion of the dopant-interstitial pairs. DI and Cy are the most important parameters to be decided along with the binding energy. In this boron experiment, a float-zone substrate was used,475 and the total trap concentration in that material is assumed to be so small ( GZ 1.0X 10" cmw3> that the trap effect on resultant dopant movement is negligible. Figure 2 shows the data and simulation for dependence of the boron profile movement #&? on anneal temperature and 29Si implant energy. The time conditions are 60 min at 800 "C, 5 min at 900 "C, and 2 min at 1000 "C, within which the overall transient diffusion is supposed to occur and finish at each temperature. The results of the simulation with the finally extracted parameters in Table I match the data very well. It is shown that the damage enhancement of diffusion is larger at lower temperatures. Moreover, for the implants greater than 40 keV, the energy dependence is stronger at lower temperatures. The location There are two sources for DI and q in the literature. One is estimated from the studies on gettering of gold by Bronner and Plummer,2 and the other from gold diffusion investigation through rapid optical annealing by Boit et al. 3 SUPREM-IV can be used to simulate the major data of OED effects successfully with both values of Dpl For the damage modeling in this study, a large amount of fitting was performed by using Boit's values of DI and q first, but it was not possible to obtain an acceptable global fitting that matches both the OED and the damage data. With Bronner's DI and q shown in Table I , however, correct simulation results were obtained, especially with regard to the temperature dependence of damage enhancement. Since the maximum enhanced diffusivity is limited by (K,&) -I, the difference between the effective binding energy ~&I and the activation energy of c will determine the temperature dependence shown in the boron data. The time-averaged effective diffusivity and junction depth & will be roughly proportional to the maximum instantaneous diffusivity enhancement for the chosen time conditions of these data. The difference between the two energies should be negative and its magnitude decides the 4 & 5) and the SUPREM-IV simulations are compared. The anneal times are 30 min at 800 "C, 10 min at 900 "C, and 4 mm at 1000 'C.
degree of temperature dependence. The L& for the boroninterstitial pair is found to be around 1.52 eV from general fitting of all Packan's data. With Boit's value 1.58 eV for the q activation energy,3 the simulation results in reversed temperature dependence to the data in Fig. 2 , due to such a small energy difference. Rather, correct dependence was obtained from Bronner's larger activation energy for C$ (Table I) . Since the product Dfl is experimentally established to follow an Arrhenius relationship,28 DI and e.compensate each other's effects on damage-induced diffusion.
The surface recombination velocity of interstitial K I min is also critical in simulating correct temperature dependence. The vacancy surface recombination velocity K Vmin makes a larger difference in the OED simulation and therefore has been determined from the OED fitting. The fit in Fig. 2 is possible only by increasing the activation energy of Kr,i, so that a larger concentration of interstitials can be reduced near the inert surface at high temperature. Surprisingly, it was observed that KI,i, considerably affects the diffusion enhancement not only around the surface but also in deep regions when the anneal time is large. This is probably because the boundary condition given by Eq. (10) becomes more sensitively dependent upon KImin as defect distribution approaches the equilibrium, and even a small amount of remaining excess C1 near the equilibrium in all the region may cause additional diffusion of the dopant.
The silicon dose dependence of boron diffusion is shown in Fig. 3 at various temperatures. From the data it was observed that doubling the implant dose did not double the effective. diffusivity.4 As the maximum diffusivity is rature, the only factor that makes a diffor each dose condition is the duration of defect supersaturation above the threshold shown in deriving Eq. ( 16). In this model, the saturation time is determined mainly by bulk recombination, and it cannot be linearly proportional to the defect amount; it can be shown that the total defect concentration during the initial transient time period is a cotangent hyperbolic function of time, by solving the defect equation Eq. (7) under the assumption that the bulk recombination is the only dominant process during the short time.
7, The simulations at 1000 "C in Fig. 3 show slightly larger enhancement than the data, where the annealing time is 4 min rather than 2 min for the data of Fig. 2 . It is probable that the transient diffusion has already finished within less than 2 min at loo0 "C!. The additional increase in junction depth in simulation is within the error range of inert diffusivity of boron 03; calculation with the D$ used in the simulation shows that the junction depth increases due to intrinsic diffusion for the 2 min ( =4 min in Fig.  3 -2 min in Fig. 2 ) is approximately 13 nm. The data points in Figs. 2 and 3 'do not show as much diffusion as the default DB would predict, which means that the actual 0: at 1000 "C may be less than the value used in the simulation. The experiments are less sensitive at higher temperature to the implantation damage amount, because the inert diffusion tends to dominate the junction motion.
The time dependence of the damage-enhanced diffusion at 800 "C! is shown in Figs. 4 and 5 under different dose and energy conditions, respectively. The-simulation su; perbly matches the data in Fig. 4 . In Fig. 5 the junction depth motion from simulation is 15-20 nm smaller than data for anneal times less than 20 min. However, the important point in the data shown in Figs. 4 and'5'is that the enhanced diffusivity is almost independent of both dose and energy for times shorter than 20-25 min. When anneal time is below the time constant of transient diffusion, the boron diffusivity is determined thermally with the dopan< defect binding energy. With larger dose or energy, it takes more time for the defect concentrations to approach their equilibrium value. Therefore, the time constant becomes larger but not linearly, and the enhancement lasts longer as shown by the data. The SUPREM-IV simulation based on the Boron, 800°C. =Si dosa=lxl 014 an.2 150 '~~~~'~(ll"lll'l(l~'~ll"II'~'ll~l'lt(~' pairing theory correctly models this behavior of transient diffusion.
The diffusion during the initial short time period seems to be effectively modeled by the bulk recombination rate Kk However, its value is limited by DI and Dv, 2g and is controllable only by introducing the energy barrier for interstitial vacancy (I-V) recombination hEI,. There exist I discrepancies among different researchers with regard to the temperature dependence of the I-V recombination. 14*30T31 Moreover, dopant-mediated recombination and the possible effects of charged defects may complicate meaningful extraction of the parameter.' Due to the un-I certainty of this parameter, the extraction of all the other parameters was performed first, so that they did not rely as strongly on KR. It was found that the assumed value 0.75 eV for AEIv gives correct dose and time dependence of Fig.  4 . For both OED and implant damage modeling, that value of AEIv generated generally correct results, even though it could not be precisely determined. Accurate assessment of KR will be possible only by monitoring the defect recombination for an extremely short initial period of diffusion, which the present data do not directly represent. With consistent parameters, the effective binding energies for boron-interstitial and boron-vacancy pairs were extracted to be 1.52 and 0.8 eV, respectively. Since fnr is about 0.8, the simulation is much more sensitive to interstitial parameters than to vacancy parameters for most anneal time conditions. Accordingly, the error range for Ei, is less than that for E&. It was observed that the dopant distribution becomes obviously non-Gaussian with the value of h& larger than '1.0 eV. The Ebsv is dependent on vacancy diffusivity Dy and C$. They were mainly determined from the OED fitting in the next section, since they were found to be the most crucial parameters for the OED modeling in two dimensions.
. .
B. Modeling of the enhanced diffusion of phosphorus
The data for silicon implant damage effects on phosphorus were obtained recently by Park and Law.6 The exPhosphorus. 28Si dose=lxl 014 an-* at 60 keV 100 perimental procedure is consistent with the assumptions of a pairing model, and searches for the dependence of transient diffusion on anneal temperature and time, including rapid thermal annealing (RTA) conditions. The data and the simulation which led to the extracted parameters of Table I are shown in Fig. 6 . Since the anneal times span 15 s to 60 mm, careful interpretation of the results is needed. It should be regarded that the time constant for the transient diffusion steeply decreases as temperature increases. The junction depth from the damage enhancement at 800 "C is larger than at 900 "C! for all time conditions, consistent with the previous boron diffusion results. Comparing the junction depths between the damage-enhanced diffusion and undamaged inert diffusion shows that the time constant at 1OOO~"C is less than 15 s.~ The time dependence of phosphorus diffusion is not necessarily the same as for boron for several reasons. First, the boron experiments of Packan and Plummer'*' had a spatial displacement between the damage and boron, and there was no displacement in the phosphorus experiment of Park and Law.6 Second, phosphorus has a larger interstitial fraction than boron. Because of these two reasons, the vacancy transient tends to be longer in the phosphorus case; since larger amounts of interstitials are paired with phosphorus atoms, more vacancies remain in the shallow region and are governed more by surface recombination. Third, Packan and Plummer"Z5 used float-zone material and Park and Law6 used Czochralski. The different number of traps contributes to different time behavior.
The three data at 1000 "C for times larger than 15 min obviously show inert intrinsic diffusion. There is a spread in the reported values of intrinsic diffusivity of phosphorus 32-29 and therefore the cause for deviation in the results , could be due. to the uncertainty in phosphorus intrinsic diffusivity at high temperatures. However, Fig. 6 shows that the pairing model simulates the overall time and temperature dependence reasonably well. Without considering the dopant-defect pair contribution, the diffusivity enhancement would be proportional to the excessive defect supersaturation from the beginning, which would cause extremely large junction depths at all the temperatures. The optimal phosphorus-interstitial binding energy pPpr was found to be ~ 1.49 eV. This compares well with the theoretical lower limit of Ebrr of 1.4 eV.t4 Since phos diffuses mainly by an interstitial mechanism, the EB horus rI crititally determines the simulation results. The phosphorusvacancy binding energy E& was extracted to be approximately 0.6 eV. The dPv has an upper limit of 0.8 eV above which most simulated profiles take a non-Gaussian shape. An example of this is shown in Fig. 7 where tiPv is increased up to 1.2 eV with other parameters unchanged. As can be seen in Fig. 7 , there is a substantial increase in the tail diffusion, which can be attributed to the steep gradient of vacancy distribution which locally affects the diffusive fiux of phosphorus-vacancy pairs during the transient diffusion period.
Since Czochralski material was used for the substrate in this phosphorus experiment, a larger total trap concentration of 1.0X 1Or8 cmv3 was assumed in contrast to the previous boron case. Therefore, the reaction of defects with traps has more impact on the simulation, particularly on the time dependence characteristics. Two parameters in the trap implementation were found to be important in modeling the phosphorus enhanced diffusion. First, the total trap concentration CT is the measure of total influence of traps on interstitial transport. At the initial stage of transient diffusion, the excessive amount of interstitials quickly fill most of the empty traps determined by C,. Increasing CT will reduce the amount of free interstitials to be paired with dopant atoms, and will decrease the transient dopant diffusion period. After the initial stage, the trapped interstitials will be dissociated from the traps which approach equilibrium, and the delay of the diffusion enhancement at the initial stage will be compensated for. In modeling 900 "C data in Fig. 6 , it was observed that increasing C, up to 3.0X lOi cmH3 reduces the junction depth at 15 and 30 s, while at 60 min the results are the same as when C, is 1.0X lOI cmW3.
The second important factor in trap implementation is the vacancy-filled trap reaction which was necessarily introduced to improve the time-dependence modeling. The reaction rate Ktrapv is diffusion-limited with an energy barrier AE,, which in general will be also dependent upon charge states. For the phosphorus simulation, an optimal value of 1.9 eV was used for the AEFTeP The effects of the vacancy reaction with filled traps can be observed usually in large time annealing data. The forward reaction of vacancy and filled trap, i.e., trap-mediated recombination, will increase the empty trap amount and also annihilate the interstitials that were paired with the traps. At the initial period of excessive defect supersaturation, its effect on C, is insignificant because the interstitial-trap reaction rate K trapl is larger than Ktrapv However, when transient diffusion is almost finished and C, goes near equilibrium, the accumulated empty traps will start to effectively interact with the small-amount of interstitials, decreasing the C, down to q much more rapidly. This is shown in Fig. 8 , where the time variation of the interstitial supersaturation C/q is simulated at one depth position. Compared to the case without traps, the trap-mediated recombination results in strong effects on the defect diffusion near equilibrium for a long time. Hence the vacancy reaction with traps leads to reduced phosphorus diffusion at large times. When the AEmmv is reduced down to 1.0 eV, the junction depth of the 900 "C!, 60 min simulation profile decreases, whereas the simulation at 15 s does not change.
To refine the results at 900 "C, temperature-dependent inert diffusivity fraction fPI was used for this phosphorus modeling. Its values from the Arrhenius relationship in Table I are 0.95 at 1100 "C and 0.884 at 900 "C. This range does not contradict the minimum value 0.94 at 1100 "C! that was extracted from nitridation studies.40 At lower temperatures, the diffusivity of phosphorus-interstitial pair D& was kept as the default from Fair,38 and vacancy contribution D& was added to match the short-time RTA data at 900 "C. However, the fPI adopted in this study cannot be considered to be conclusive, in so far as such minute variation of the fpI does not critically improve the simulated results. Also, with regard to the used fBI that was extracted based on fpI by Packan and Plummer, 4 it was observed that with an fBI of about 0.7, the boron simulation results do not change beyond the experimental error range, which might be compensated for by changing the boron-interstitial binding energy within its error range (about *to.02 eV>. Therefore, all the extracted parameters are self-consistent in modeling both phosphorus and boron diffusion.
III. OXIDATION ENHANCED DIFFUSION MODELING
Although fits for most of the intrinsic OED data have been presented,' simultaneous fitting to the damage data required a substantially larger value of KImi,. It is easy to obtain fits to the OED of phosphorus by adjusting the fraction of consumed silicon injected as interstitials, 8. The larger value of KImi, makes it difficult to fit the measured interstitial lateral decay length, which required changes in I the values of the vacancy equilibrium concentration, CpG, and the bulk recombination constant KR. The vacancy diffusivity is also affected since the vacancy equilibrium concentration-diffusivity product is held fixed to the value estimated by Tan and G6sele.28 These parameters were the keys to simultaneously fitting both the OED and silicon damage effects. Since a substantially smaller value of KR is used, there is less interstitial recombination with vacancies in the near surface region. This compensates for larger surface recombination by decreasing the amount of bulk recombination flux for the interstitials. This can be further localized to a surface effect by adjusting the value of K Vmin which controls the rate at which vacancies are replenished at the surface of the wafer. The higher value of c*y and smaller value of D, result in a shorter time to achieve interstitial-vacancy equilibrium, which affects the time dependence of the near surface bulk recombination. Table I shows the final parameters which are used to model both the silicon implantation damage and oxidation effects on diffusion.
The experimental result of Griffin and Plummers3 is shown in Fig. 9 along with the simulation fit. The plot shows the lateral decay length of the interstitial supersaturation under an inert pad oxide as a function of time and temperature. This experiment is especially sensitive to the recombination along the surface of the wafer. The effects of K Vmin and the increased C$ are evident here as they provide the same lateral decay length as obtained from earlier fits with smaller values of KImi,. ' This also indicates that the high interstitial diffusivity coupled with bulk traps and vacancies is effective in modeling OED results in both the vertical and lateral directions.1123 Griffin's extracted diffusivity is several orders of magnitude below that used in these simulations, but the time dependence of the interstitial decay length in Fig. 9 is still correct, which demonstrates the effectiveness of the trap model.
Although the activation energies of the parameters in Table I and in eters were adjusted in complimentary ways to maintain a good fit with the OED data. The bulk recombination was decreased from Law' and to compensate for this, the vacancy concentration was increased. Since a larger value of KImin was required to fit the damaged data, this was compensated for by less interstitial-vacancy recombination in the near surface region by decreasing Kvmine These adjustments maintained a good fit to the interstitial decay length as shown in Fig. 9 , but substantially changed the amount of vacancy undersaturation which is shown as a function of time at 1100 "C in Fig. 10 . The vacancy surface recombination replenishes the surface concentration of vacancies, and the resulting protile has a fairly strong depth dependence. The smaller value Of Kvmin and increased C$ do not perturb the simulation far from the data. In fact, the data of Packan are upper bounds, so the fit is not unacceptable at short times, and agrees well at longer times considering the wide spread in data.
:
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IV. CONCLUSION
Transient dopant diffusion in intrinsic doping conditions is simulated correctly by point defect models based on the theory of dopant-defect pairing. The model parameters are extracted to consistently fit both the experiments of low dose silicon implant damage effects and of oxidation enhanced diffusion. This supports the assumption of local equilibrium in the SUPREM-IV diffusion model. The implantation damage effects on boron and phosphorus diffusion can be characterized through the pairing coefficients determined by the effective binding energies. Interpretation of the pairing theory in terms of diffusivity enhancement clarifies the thermal nature of the transient diffusion under excessive point defect supersaturation, accounting for observations from the measured data. The thermally determined quantity KAfl is found to quantify the enhanced diffusion of intrinsically doped boron and phosphorus due to implant damage. The intrinsic doping condition validates the simplification of charge state effects in the models shown in this work, and the extracted parameters provide effective limits for further modeling of diffusion under extended conditions. ACKNOWLEDGMENT This work was supported by the Florida Sematech Center of Excellence and IBM.
